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03 1.  Introduction - a. What is BIXOS?

What is BIXOS?
Bixos, a cutting-edge blockchain development company 
established in 13.03.2020. Since our founding, we have 
been dedicated to revolutionizing the way we interact with 
the digital world. We specialize in delivering innovative 
solutions across a range of blockchain technologies, 
including NFT-Stake, GameFi, Crypto Payment Gateway, 
Advanced DAO, and Real Estate NFT Conversion. 



Our mission is to empower businesses and individuals to 
take full advantage of the limitless potential of blockchain 
technology, and to make it accessible and usable for 
everyone. Our team of experts has extensive experience 
in delivering cutting-edge projects that push the 
boundaries of what's possible, and we're proud to be at 
the forefront of this rapidly-evolving industry.


a.



04 1.  Introduction - b. Our Reputation

Our Reputation
Having a good reputation in the crypto market is essential for any 
blockchain company, and Bixos is no exception. With numerous positive 
articles, Bixos has established itself as a reliable and trustworthy player in 
the crypto space. Additionally, the UBXS token's price chart is displayed on 
many major websites, such as Forbes and Tradingview. Overall, Bixos 
reputation in the crypto market has been a key factor in its success and will 
continue to drive its future endeavors.

b.

https://www.forbes.com/digital-assets/assets/ubxs-token-ubxs https://www.tradingview.com/symbols/UBXSUSDT/

https://www.forbes.com/digital-assets/assets/ubxs-token-ubxs
https://www.tradingview.com/symbols/UBXSUSDT/
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Our Reputation Newsb.

Istanbul, Turkey--(Newsfile Corp. - March 7, 2022) - 
Bixos, a company that heavily invests in staking, DeFi 
farming, and DeFi liquidations by using its 
technologies, announced its successful launch of the 
UBXS project. UBXS token is a unique project that 
turns the real estate industry into NFT and combines 
the physical and virtual worlds.  

The newly announced token has been developed on 
the Binance smart chain network as a creative 
approach to creating unlimited explorations by NFT 
users without swerving from one blockchain to 
another.

Bixos Announces the Successful 
Launch of the UBXS Token

Read more: www.bloomberg.com

Mikail Emre Caliskan, CEO and Founder of Bixos: The 
most fundamental factor in developing Bixos is that 
people have access to blockchain-based technologies 
in an easier and more understandable way. 
Unfortunately, it has become very difficult to keep up 
with this ever-changing and developing technology.



When blockchain is mentioned, most of the time, a 
money market comes to mind. Actually, Blockchain is 
not a stock market, it is a new technology that 
establishes trust on the internet. It is the name of the 
new technology in which communities build trust 
instead of relying on central authorities.

Bixos makes Blockchain accessible 
and profitable.

Read more: www.theamericanreporter.com

Bixos has rapidly entered the cryptocurrency market, 
working on blockchain technologies. The company has 
Founded in the United States of America, Delaware. 
Many investors worldwide joined Bixos and claimed 
that they were happy with the return on their 
investment. In addition, the well-known work Bixos has 
done in Europe allowed it to expand and let investors in 
the Arabian peninsula take the opportunity.



The well-known businessman Faisal Al Meshari, who 
continues his activities in Saudi Arabia, has signed a 
massive deal with Bixos Inc.

Bixos Keeps Growing

Read more: www.gulf-times.com

https://www.bloomberg.com/press-releases/2022-03-07/bixos-announces-the-successful-launch-of-the-ubxs-token
https://www.theamericanreporter.com/mikail-emre-caliskan-thanks-to-bixos-blockchain-technologies-will-be-accessible-and-more-profitable
https://www.gulf-times.com/story/706690/Mikail-Emre-Caliskan-CEO-of-Bixos-Inc-reaching-to-
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Our Reputation Newsb.

Mikail Emre Caliskan, the founder of Bixos said: "We are 
proud to open our public node in the TRON network, 
where approximately 2.5 billion transactions are 
processed daily.”



Caliskan further added, “By clearing the perception of 
blockchain equals money, Bixos will have a say in 
blockchain technology fields. In addition to these 
technologies, we will frequently announce our name in 
the world as a pioneer in many innovations. We believe 
that we will be one of the biggest voices in the digital 
network of the 2030s, and we are working with all our 
energy and faith in this context.”

Bixos is a TRON network super 
representative now!

Read more: www.khaleejtimes.com

Mikail Emre Caliskan, CEO y fundador de Bixos: El 
factor más fundamental en el desarrollo de Bixos es 
que las personas tienen acceso a tecnologías basadas 
en blockchain de una manera más fácil y comprensible. 
Desafortunadamente, se ha vuelto muy difícil 
mantenerse al día con esta tecnología en constante 
cambio y evolución.



Cuando la gente habla de blockchain, suele pensar en 
un mercado monetario. En realidad, blockchain no es 
un intercambio, sino una nueva tecnología que genera 
confianza en Internet...

Bixos was created to supply the investors 
a simple and worthwhile manner  

Read more: www.bitcoinprecio.org

Bixos has rapidly entered the cryptocurrency market, 
working on blockchain technologies. The company has 
Founded in the United States of America, Delaware. 
Many investors worldwide joined Bixos and claimed 
that they were happy with the return on their 
investment. In addition, the well-known work Bixos has 
done in Europe allowed it to expand and let investors in 
the Arabian peninsula take the opportunity.



The well-known businessman Faisal Al Meshari, who 
continues his activities in Saudi Arabia, has signed a 
massive deal with Bixos Inc.

Bixos values "trust" the most

Read more: www.techtimes.com

https://www.khaleejtimes.com/kt-network/mikail-emre-caliskan-bixos-became-a-super-representative-in-tron-network
https://www.bitcoinprecio.org/tag/sino/
https://www.bitcoinprecio.org/mikail-emre-caliskan-gracias-a-bixos-las-tecnologias-blockchain-son-cada-vez-mas-accesibles-y-rentables/
https://www.techtimes.com/articles/267281/20211102/mikail-emre-caliskan-thanks-to-bixos-blockchain-technologies-will-be-accessible-and-more-profitable.htm
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Our Reputationb. News

official partnership agreement

Announcement twitter.com/coinoxsTR/status/1627718509135265808twitter.com/Bixosinc/status/1627717042542444544

https://twitter.com/coinoxsTR/status/1627718509135265808
https://twitter.com/Bixosinc/status/1627717042542444544


instagram.com/bixosinc

Instagram
312K Subscribers

facebook.com/bixosinc

Facebook
22K followers

linkedin.com/company/bixosinc

Linkedin
487 followers

discord.io/ubxs

Discord
5062 Subscribers

For more info visit : t.me/ubxscommunityFor more info visit : twitter.com/bicosinc

08 1.  Introduction - b. Our Reputation

Our Reputationb. Social Media

https://www.instagram.com/bixosinc/
http://t.me/ubxscommunity
http://twitter.com/bicosinc
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10 2.  Projects - a. GameFi

Our cutting-edge technology combines the excitement of 
multiplayer gaming with the limitless potential of the 
metaverse and web3 technologies. With GameFi, players can 
immerse themselves in a fully-realized, interconnected world 
where the possibilities are endless. Whether you're competing 
against other players in real-time, exploring vast virtual 
landscapes, or unlocking new and exciting game elements, 
GameFi offers a unique and unforgettable gaming experience 
unlike any other. Our innovative platform uses blockchain 
technology to ensure the security and fairness of in-game 
transactions, and to give players full ownership and control of 
their virtual assets.

2. Projects a. GameFi

For more info visit : game.bixos.io

https://game.bixos.io


11 2.  Projects - b. NFT Stake

NFT-Stake is a cutting-edge blockchain solution brought to you by 
Bixos. Our platform allows users to stake their virtual assets, much 
like a bond, for a specified period of time. In return, they receive 
interest on their investment, providing a secure and profitable way 
to grow their virtual wealth. With NFT-Stake, users have the 
flexibility to choose the length of their investment, from short-term 
to long-term, and the option to sell their NFT-Stake to other users 
at any time.



Our platform utilizes blockchain technology to ensure the security 
and transparency of all transactions, and to provide full ownership 
and control to our users. NFT-Stake offers a unique investment 
opportunity for those looking to take advantage of the fast-
growing virtual economy, and to expand their virtual portfolios in a 
safe and profitable way. Whether you're an experienced investor or 
a newcomer to the world of blockchain, NFT-Stake is the ideal 
choice for anyone looking to take their virtual wealth to the next 
level.

2. Projects b. NFT Stake

For more info visit : nftstake.bixos.io

https://nftstake.bixos.io


12 2.  Projects - b. NFT Stake - i. The Problem

One of the major challenges with traditional 
staking methods is the lack of flexibility and 
control for users. When assets are staked, they 
are typically locked for a specified period of time, 
during which the user cannot access or use them. 
This inflexibility can be a significant drawback for 
many investors, as it ties up their assets for an 
extended period and limits their ability to respond 
to market conditions or changing investment 
opportunities.

i. The Problem

2. Projects b. NFT Stake
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At Bixos, we recognized this problem and set out 
to create a solution that would give users more 
control over their staked assets. With NFT-Stake, 
our innovative platform, users can stake their 
virtual assets for a period of time that works best 
for them, and they have the option to sell their 
NFT-Stake to other users at any time. This 
flexibility and control gives users peace of mind, 
knowing that their assets are always available 
when they need them, and that they can make 
the most of any investment opportunity that 
comes their way.

ii. Our Solution

2. Projects b. NFT Stake



14 2.  Projects - b. NFT Stake - iii. How Worked For Us

As income source:

Total assets locked for 1 year : 1,250,000 UBXS

Avarage Sales price for UBXS  : $ 0.12

Locked Assests Value : $ 150,000



As social reputation:

Our platform offers the following benefits in 
terms of reputation:

iii. How Worked For Us

2. Projects b. NFT Stake

NFT-Stake has a thriving and 
engaged community of users and 
investors who believe in the 
platform and its potential.

Our platform has earned a reputation 
for security, transparency, and 
fairness, making it a trusted choice 
for investors and users alike.

By creating NFT-Stake, Bixos has 
established itself as a leader in the 
blockchain industry and a pioneer of 
new and innovative solutions.

3. Strong Community: 2. Trusted Reputation:1. Pioneering Innovation:



15 2.  Projects - c. Real Estate NFT Conversion

Bixos is proud to present our NFT Real Estate Conversion project, 
which harnesses the power of blockchain technology to 
revolutionize the real estate industry. Our platform enables the 
conversion of traditional real estate assets into unique and 
valuable NFTs (Non-Fungible Tokens).



With NFT Real Estate Conversion, property owners can easily and 
securely tokenize their assets, unlocking a world of new 
possibilities. The NFTs can be bought, sold, and traded on the 
blockchain just like any other virtual asset, providing property 
owners with greater flexibility and liquidity.



At the same time, investors and collectors can benefit from the 
ownership and security provided by NFTs, giving them new 
opportunities to invest in real estate assets. The NFTs also provide 
a new level of transparency and traceability, enabling stakeholders 
to track the ownership and value of the assets in real-time.

2. Projects c. Real Estate NFT Conversion

1/2
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Bixos's NFT Real Estate Conversion project is an exciting new way 
to invest in real estate, and is poised to shape the future of the 
industry for years to come.



Today, blockchain technologies have become more stable and

applicable to the physical world. After the introduction of NFTs,

blockchain technologies are able to connect with the physical 
world. As another major development, thanks to the DAO 
(Decentralized Autonomous Organization), the doors of 
decentralized corporations on the blockchain have now been 
opened without the need for the approval of a central authority. 
DAOs are legal and active in USA and proprietaries are not 
spending time with taxes or legal processes with their services. 
Taking these developments into account, Bixos Incorporation 
started working on a project that will shape the future.

2. Projects c. Real Estate NFT Conversion

2/2
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2. Projects c. Real Estate NFT Conversion

i. The Problem

Language barriers: Communicating with local agents, 
lawyers, and other stakeholders can be difficult if there 
is a language barrier.



Cultural differences: Navigating unfamiliar cultural 
norms and expectations can be a major challenge, 
particularly when dealing with local laws and 
regulations.


Purchasing real estate in a foreign country can be a 
complex and challenging process, often riddled with 
obstacles and difficulties. Some of the common problems 
faced by buyers include:

Legal hurdles: Understanding and complying with the local 
legal system can be a significant challenge, especially for 
foreign buyers who are unfamiliar with the local laws and 
regulations.



Financing issues: Obtaining financing for foreign real estate 
purchases can be difficult, as banks may have strict 
requirements and unfamiliar lending practices.



Currency fluctuations: Currency fluctuations can have a 
major impact on the cost of purchasing real estate in a 
foreign country, and can make it difficult to budget and plan 
effectively.



Property rights: Protecting property rights and ensuring 
that the transfer of ownership is secure can be a major 
concern for foreign buyers, particularly in countries with 
less developed legal systems.
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ii. Our Solution

Bixos is proud to offer a solution to the many challenges 
faced by buyers of foreign real estate. Our NFT Real Estate 
Conversion project enables the conversion of traditional 
real estate assets into unique and valuable NFTs, making it 
easy and secure to purchase and manage real estate 
assets from anywhere in the world.



With our solution, property owners can tokenize their 
assets, unlocking a world of new possibilities. The NFTs can 
be bought, sold, and traded on the blockchain just like any 
other virtual asset, providing property owners with greater 
flexibility and liquidity.

At the same time, the use of NFTs eliminates the need for 
local intermediaries and reduces the risk of fraud and 
mismanagement, making it easier and safer to invest in 
foreign real estate. The NFTs also provide a new level of 
transparency and traceability, enabling stakeholders to 
track the ownership and value of the assets in real-time.



In this way, Bixos's NFT Real Estate Conversion project 
provides a solution to the many challenges faced by buyers 
of foreign real estate, making it easy and secure to invest in 
real estate assets from anywhere in the world.

2. Projects c. Real Estate NFT Conversion
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The NFT Real Estate Conversion project by Bixos not only 
transforms the traditional real estate market, but it also 
opens up a world of new opportunities in several sub-
sectors. By leveraging the power of blockchain technology, 
Bixos's project has the potential to revolutionize the way we 
think about real estate and its related industries.



For example, the tokenization of real estate assets opens up 
new possibilities in the heritage sector. NFTs can be used to 
track the ownership and provenance of cultural heritage 
sites and artifacts, providing a new level of transparency 
and protection for these important assets.

In the insurance sector, NFTs can be used to more 
accurately assess and price risk. The ability to track the 
ownership and value of real estate assets in real-time can 
help insurers better understand their exposure and more 
accurately price their policies.



Similarly, the NFT Real Estate Conversion project has the 
potential to transform the way real estate is managed and 
maintained. By enabling stakeholders to track the 
ownership, maintenance, and value of real estate assets, 
Bixos's project can help reduce the risk of fraud, 
mismanagement, and disputes, making it easier and safer to 
invest in real estate.

iii. Sub-sectors

2. Projects c. Real Estate NFT Conversion
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UBXS is the token of the Bixos ecosystem. Bixos has 
created UBXS as a means of facilitating transactions 
and interactions within its various projects, including the 
Crypto Payment Gateway, NFT-Stake, and GameFi.



By using UBXS,  provides its users with a 
seamless and secure way to transact and interact 
within its ecosystem. UBXS tokens can be used to pay 
for services, participate in the NFT-Stake program, or 
play games on the GameFi platform, among other 
things.



One of the major benefits of UBXS is its security. As a 
token built on the blockchain, UBXS offers users a 
secure and transparent way to store and transfer value. 
Transactions made with UBXS are recorded on the 
blockchain, providing an immutable record of all 
interactions.

Bixos

2. Projects d. UBXS Token

For more info visit : bixos.io

https://bixos.io
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i. UBXS Token Market

http://www.gate.io/trade/UBXS_USDT https://pancakeswap.finance

2. Projects d. UBXS Token

http://www.gate.io/trade/UBXS_USDT
https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0xe9e7CEA3DedcA5984780Bafc599bD69ADd087D56&inputCurrency=0x4f1960E29b2cA581a38c5c474e123f420F8092db


22 2.  Projects - d. UBXS Token - UBXS Token Price Chart

UBXS Token Price Chart

https://www.forbes.com/digital-assets/assets/ubxs-token-ubxs https://crypto.com/price/ubxshttps://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/ubxs/

2. Projects d. UBXS Token

https://www.forbes.com/digital-assets/assets/ubxs-token-ubxs
https://crypto.com/price/ubxs
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/ubxs/
https://www.binance.com/tr/price/ubxs
https://bscscan.com/token/0x4f1960e29b2ca581a38c5c474e123f420f8092db
https://www.kraken.com/ru-ru/prices/ubxs
https://www.dextools.io/app/en/bnb/pair-explorer/0x0dc9d989b491a877ffe610a5cd74ef8d7f59ae61
https://www.investing.com/crypto/ubxs
https://coinstats.app/tr/coins/ubxs-token/
https://www.bybit.com/tr-TR/coin-price/ubxs-token/
https://www.coinbase.com/price/ubxs
https://nomics.com/assets/ubxs-ubxs-token
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/ubxs-token
https://www.worldcoinindex.com/tr/para/ubxs-token
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ii. UBXS Token Press

Bixos Keeps Growing!

Read More >

Mikail Emre Calıskan Signed an 
Agreement of 18 Million Dollars

Read More >

Bixos is a TRON network super 
representative now!

Read More >

Bixos makes Blockchain accessible 
and profitable.

Read More >

Bixos values "trust" the most

Read More >

Bixos, with no doubts, can have a 
voice within the world market.

Read More >

2. Projects d. UBXS Token

Bixos Announces the Successful Launch 
of the UBXS Token

Read More >

Bixos was created to supply the investors 
a simple and worthwhile manner  

Read More >

https://www.gulf-times.com/story/706690/Mikail-Emre-Caliskan-CEO-of-Bixos-Inc-reaching-to-
https://www.itechpost.com/articles/108240/20211210/mikail-emre-caliskan-ceo-of-bixos-inc-signed-an-investment-agreement-of-18-million-dollars-with-faisal-al-meshari.htm
https://www.khaleejtimes.com/kt-network/mikail-emre-caliskan-bixos-became-a-super-representative-in-tron-network
https://www.theamericanreporter.com/mikail-emre-caliskan-thanks-to-bixos-blockchain-technologies-will-be-accessible-and-more-profitable
https://www.techtimes.com/articles/267281/20211102/mikail-emre-caliskan-thanks-to-bixos-blockchain-technologies-will-be-accessible-and-more-profitable.html
https://www.cryptelites.com/2021/11/02/mikail-emre-caliskan-thanks-to-bixos-blockchain-technologies-will-be-accessible-and-more-profitable/
https://www.bloomberg.com/press-releases/2022-03-07/bixos-announces-the-successful-launch-of-the-ubxs-token
https://www.bitcoinprecio.org/mikail-emre-caliskan-gracias-a-bixos-las-tecnologias-blockchain-son-cada-vez-mas-accesibles-y-rentables/
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ii. UBXS Token Press

Mikail Emre Caliskan - Biography

Read More >

Bixos will become a world-wide leader

Read More >

NFT and DeFi technologies simplified 
thanks to Bixos

Read More >

Caliskan: We have to catch up with the 
renewed and developing technology.

Read More >

Mikail Emre Caliskan: Teknofest 
proved Turkey's technology power.

Read More >

Mikail Emre Caliskan: Big companies 
took their place in Metaverse.

Read More >

The importance of investments in 
technology is clear.

Read More >

2. Projects d. UBXS Token

Blockchain is not just a market, it is 
the future

Read More >

https://finans.mynet.com/haber/detay/ekonomi/mikail-emre-caliskan-kimdir-kac-yasinda-ve-nereli-iste-biyografisi/429672/
https://www.haberturk.com/bixos-nedir-mikail-emre-caliskan-bixos-ile-turkiye-blockhain-de-lider-konuma-gelecek-2728743-ekonomi
https://www.hurriyet.com.tr/yerel-haberler/izmir/mikail-emre-caliskan-bixos-defi-ve-nft-teknolojilerini-kullanicilar-icin-kolay-hale-getiriyor-41922895
https://www.takvim.com.tr/yasam/2021/10/19/mikail-emre-caliskan-yenilenen-ve-gelisen-teknolojiyi-yakalamak-zorundayiz
https://www.sabah.com.tr/teknoloji/2021/11/03/mikail-emre-caliskan-teknofest-turkiyenin-teknoloji-gucunu-ispatladi
https://www.ahaber.com.tr/ekonomi/2022/03/15/mikail-emre-caliskan-buyuk-sirketler-metaversede-yerlerini-aldilar
https://www.iha.com.tr/haber-mikail-emre-caliskan-turkiye-teknoloji-alaninda-emin-adimlarla-ilerliyor-989191/
https://coingosh.com/2021/11/02/mikail-emre-caliskan-thanks-to-bixos-blockchain-technologies-will-be-accessible-and-more-profitable/
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iii. UBXS Token Goal
The goal of the UBXS Token is to become a widely-traded, globally-
recognized cryptocurrency. Bixos aims to achieve this by listing the 
UBXS token on the leading cryptocurrency exchanges, such as 
Binance, Coinbase, Kraken, and KuCoin.



By doing so, Bixos aims to increase the liquidity and exposure of the 
UBXS token, making it easier for users to buy, sell, and trade UBXS. 
This, in turn, will help drive adoption of the Bixos ecosystem, 
enabling users to participate in a range of exciting and innovative 
blockchain-based projects, such as the Crypto Payment Gateway, 
NFT-Stake, and Real Estate NFT Conversion.

2. Projects d. UBXS Token

For more info visit : https://dappbay.bnbchain.org/detail/ubxs-token

https://dappbay.bnbchain.org/detail/ubxs-token


26 2.  Projects - e. Crypto Payment Gateway

Bixos has created a cutting-edge Crypto Payment Gateway that is set 
to revolutionize the way merchants and consumers transact online. 
This payment gateway offers merchants a secure, fast, and cost-
effective way to receive payments in cryptocurrency, without the need 
for intermediaries or the hassle of exchanging between 
cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies.



With its user-friendly interface and seamless integration with e-
commerce platforms, the Crypto Payment Gateway makes it easier for 
merchants to accept payments from customers anywhere in the world, 
without the need for currency conversions or high transaction fees.



In addition to its cryptocurrency capabilities, the Crypto Payment 
Gateway is designed to evolve with the ever-changing payments 
landscape. In the future, it will be possible for merchants to accept 
payments not only in cryptocurrency, but also in traditional credit cards 
and other payment methods, making it an all-in-one solution for their 
payment needs.

2. Projects e. Crypto Payment Gateway

1/2
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This project was a major undertaking, requiring a deep understanding of 
blockchain technologies and an unwavering commitment to delivering 
an innovative and reliable solution. However, Bixos was up to the 
challenge, leveraging its extensive expertise in blockchain development 
to create a payment gateway that sets a new standard for the industry.



The Crypto Payment Gateway is the perfect solution for merchants 
looking to stay ahead of the curve in the rapidly-evolving payments 
landscape. Whether you're a small business just starting out, or a large 
enterprise looking to streamline your payment processes, the Crypto 
Payment Gateway is the solution you've been searching for.

2. Projects e. Crypto Payment Gateway

2/2
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2. Projects Bixos  Payment Panel



29 2.  Projects - e. Crypto Payment Gateway - i. The Problem

The problem with current payment gateways is that they 
often involve high fees, slow processing times, and a lack of 
security. Many businesses struggle to accept payments in 
cryptocurrency, and individuals face difficulties in making 
cross-border transactions.

i. The Problem

2. Projects e. Crypto Payment Gateway



30 2.  Projects - e. Crypto Payment Gateway - ii. Our Solution

Bixos has developed a cutting-edge crypto payment 
gateway that addresses these issues and provides a 
seamless payment experience. Our solution utilizes 
blockchain technology to offer low fees, fast 
processing times, and improved security for 
transactions. Our payment gateway can be integrated 
with traditional payment methods, such as credit 
cards, to offer a comprehensive solution for 
businesses and individuals. With Bixos, users can 
make transactions quickly, easily, and securely, 
anywhere in the world.

ii. Our Solution

2. Projects e. Crypto Payment Gateway



31 3.  The Market Opportunity 

The market opportunity for a robust and secure 
crypto payment gateway is immense. As the 
adoption of cryptocurrencies continues to grow, 
there is a growing need for businesses and 
individuals to be able to easily and securely make 
transactions using these digital assets. With the 
ability to "pay by @username" on popular social 
media platforms such as Twitter, Bixos offers a 
unique and convenient payment solution for 
users. In addition, our platform will also include a 
donation model for platforms like Twitch, further 
expanding its market opportunity in the growing 
world of digital content creation and 
monetization.

3. The Market Opportunity

1/2



32 3.  The Market Opportunity 

Moreover, Bixos's payment gateway will allow 
businesses to accept payments in a variety of 
cryptocurrencies, providing greater flexibility and 
accessibility for their customers. With our 
platform, businesses can tap into the growing 
market of cryptocurrency users and offer a 
cutting-edge payment solution to stay ahead of 
the competition. In short, Bixos's crypto payment 
gateway presents a significant market 
opportunity for businesses and individuals 
looking to streamline their payment process while 
improving security and accessibility.

3. The Market Opportunity

2/2



33 4.  Our Business Model

At Bixos, our business model is centered 
around the UBXS token and the fees 
charged for our crypto payment 
gateway. The UBXS token is a digital 
asset that is integral to the Bixos 
ecosystem and helps power our projects 
such as the NFT-Stake and GameFi. We 
earn revenue from the fees charged to 
merchants who use our crypto payment 
gateway, making it a key component of 
our business. The combination of these 
two revenue streams forms the basis of 
our business model and drives our 
continued growth and success.

4. Our Business Model



34 5.  Marketing & Sales Strategy

Marketing and sales strategy for Bixos will 
primarily focus on creating awareness and building 
relationships with potential customers in the 
blockchain and gaming communities. This will be 
achieved through targeted digital marketing 
campaigns, such as email and social media 
marketing, and through hosting events and 
workshops to demonstrate the capabilities of our 
products.



In order to reach as many potential customers as 
possible, Bixos will also form partnerships with key 
players in the blockchain and gaming industries, 
such as game developers and NFT marketplaces. 
These partnerships will provide valuable 
opportunities for cross-promotion and will increase 
the visibility of our products.

5. Marketing & Sales Strategy

1/2



35 5.  Marketing & Sales Strategy

Additionally, Bixos will utilize a strong customer 
support and onboarding process to ensure that 
customers have a positive experience with our 
products and are able to get the most out of them. 
This will help to build long-term relationships with 
customers and encourage them to recommend our 
products to others.



In terms of sales, Bixos will primarily focus on direct 
sales to customers through its website and through 
partnerships with key players in the industry. The 
company will also consider utilizing a sales team to 
further expand its reach and to better understand the 
needs of customers. Overall, the goal of the marketing 
and sales strategy is to establish Bixos as a trusted 
and reliable provider of blockchain solutions and to 
drive the adoption and use of its products.

5. Marketing & Sales Strategy
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36 6.  Competition Analysis

Competition Analysis is a key 
aspect of the overall business 
strategy of any company. In this 
section, the aim is to evaluate and 
compare the company's strengths 
and weaknesses against the 
competition in the market.

6. Competition Analysis
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6. Competition Analysis

NF : Network Fee EF : Exchange Fee (internal exchange fee) CPF :Conversion Partner Fee HF : Hidden Fee

Non-3rd party page forward

Usability as Wallet

Exact Amount Flexibility

Create Bill

Assign Role

Non-strict KYC Policy

Personal Merchant Account

Total Crypto Assents

Multiple company ledger in one account

Transaction Speed

Non-secure Wallet Tracking

Fees:

Payment

Conversion

Withdraw

More Supported Countries (Over 60)

Deposit Option

Internal Wallet

User Friendly Interface

Coin Payments NOW Payments Bitpay Bixos Payments Coinbase Alfa Coins

1200 160 15 800 20 17

Very Slow Avarage Instantly Instantly Instantly Avarage

0.5% + NF

CPF

NF

0.5%

0.5% + 1%


HF

2% + 25¢

HF

HF

0.5% + NF

CPF

NF

1%

CPF

NF

0.99%

CPF

NF



38 7.  Meet the Team

Mikail Emre CALISKAN
FOUNDER / CEO

7. Meet the Team

Mikail is a blockchain entrepreneur who created multiple solutions and 
technologies in the crypto industry. As CEO and Founder of Bixos, Mikail is 
bringing blockchain-enabled technologies and financial services to the world. He 
started out in his career as a mathematical engineer but was also studying the 
underlying computer science fields that gave birth to blockchain technology. 
These fields are Cryptography, Disturbed Computing, and Mechanism Design, all 
of which lay the foundations for his future endeavors.
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İsmail SUTYEMEZ
CFO

7. Meet the Team

Ismail has been working in finance consulting and investment management 
positions in family businesses for many years and has conducted various studies 
in the specialized field of finance. He is also the founder and Chairman of the 
Board of SEHIR PROJE firm. Ismail, who graduated from International Trade and 
Finance, develops projects in various sectors both domestically and 
internationally and conducts financial literacy studies. Currently, Ismail, who is our 
CFO, manages the financial management of our company.



40 7.  Meet the Team

Issa El SAMMAK
CBO

7. Meet the Team

Issa Sammak is a serial entrepreneur, digital marketing expert, Investor, and 
author. He is the founder and chairman of Growide Digital, BIODASH, and 
Baliwhite, three powerhouse brands that operate worldwide. Sammak is best 
known for starting a brand from scratch and growing it so fast using his strategies 
and has pioneered the know-how that a brand needs to succeed in the market. 
Sammak has been helping big brands and Franchise companies and has created 
an extensive network throughout his career to give brands and enterprises 
immediate exposure through his business-aligned strategy.
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Umurcan GORUR
CTO

7. Meet the Team

Umur brings more than two decades of engineering and development experience 
to his role overseeing the technology and infrastructure at Bixos. He has 
extensive experience with process optimization and automation. He has managed 
projects and has worked with the largest engineering companies and 
governmental sectors in Turkey. He was one of the first bitcoin owners in Turkey 
and has been actively learning about Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies. Umur is 
currently responsible for the technical aspects of dashboard building, running 
instructions, and API management.





42 7.  Meet the Team

Faruk ARIGUN Bekir Samet SIRINEL Atilla GUNES
Product Manager Product Manager Lead Designer

Faruk is a professional who specializes in frontend software 
development. He has previously created websites for many 
organizations and has also worked in this field for official institutions. 
Additionally, he has worked as a sports editor in the past. 

 

One of Faruk's most important qualities is his passion for keeping up 
with current technologies. By staying up to date with the latest 
advancements in technology, Faruk utilizes all the necessary tools 
to deliver the best performance in crypto technology. 

Mr. B. Samet. He has been working in software development 
professionally for more than 10 years and in many different areas. 
For the last 2 years, he continues engineering and development at 
Bixos.
 

Thanks to the project architecture and foresight, it has foreseen and 
solved the problems in many projects before they occur. 
In our company, he is a leader who trains his team with team 
coordination, software team management, project design and 
architect, leadership.

Meet Atilla, a talented graphic designer with 17 years of experience in 
creating visually stunning designs. Skilled in Adobe Creative Suite, 
Figma, Blender, and Cinema 4D, Atilla has a deep understanding of 
design principles and a technical expertise that allows him to bring 
unique and impactful concepts to life. With a focus on delivering 
high-quality work, Atilla is dedicated to elevating his team's projects 
and making a significant impact in the world of design.

7. Meet the Team
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Senior Backend Developer

Berkant YILDIRIM

Finance Officer

Gizem CEYLAN

Frontend Developer

Furkan AVCI

Backend Developer

Ugur Can CELIKEL

Backend Developer

Ahmet Mert GOKCE

Backend Developer

Alpay BUYUKYAVUZ

Blockchain Developer

Yusuf ERDOGAN

Blockchain Developer

Eren YILMAZ

Blockchain Developer

Yunus Emre GOK

Marketing Manager

Ugur AYDIN

7. Meet the Team



44 8.  Financial Projections

8. Financial Projections
START MONTH -AFTER INVESTMENT Q1-2023 Q2-2023 Q3-2023 Q4-2023 Q1-2024 Q2-2024 Q3-2024 Q4-2024 Q1-2025 Q2-2025 Q3-2025 Q4-2025 TOTAL

Income

Expected Users & Transactions:  Development Phase  Development Phase

Users Count  -  - 10,000 50,000 150,000 350,000 685,000 1,000,000 1,500,000 3,685,000 6,450,000 10,000,000 

Merchant Counts  -  - 50 160 400 1,000 2,000 3,000 5,000 8,000 10,000 12,500 

Transactions Count (merchant x 100)  -  - 105,000 498,000 1,470,000 3,450,000 6,765,000 9,900,000 15,000,000 35,565,000 61,050,000 93,750,000 

Transactions Volume (T. Count x 100)  -  - $10,500,000.00 $49,800,000.00 $147,000,000.00 $345,000,000.00 $676,500,000.00 $990,000,000.00 $1,500,000,000.00 $3,556,500,000.00 $6,105,000,000.00 $9,375,000,000.00

Fee Revenue  -  - $157,500.00 $747,000.00 $2,205,000.00 $5,175,000.00 $10,147,500.00 $14,850,000.00 $22,500,000.00 $53,347,500.00 $91,575,000.00 $140,625,000.00 $341,329,500.00

UBXS Token:

Token Sales $15,000.00 $20,000.00 $40,000.00 $60,000.00 $80,000.00 $100,000.00 $250,000.00 $680,000.00 $1,250,000.00 $2,000,000.00 $4,000,000.00 $8,200,000.00 $16,695,000.00

TOTAL Income $15,000.00 $20,000.00 $197,500.00 $807,000.00 $2,285,000.00 $5,275,000.00 $10,397,500.00 $15,530,000.00 $23,750,000.00 $55,347,500.00 $95,575,000.00 $148,825,000.00 $358,024,500.00

Expenses

Wages & Salaries $60,000.00 $60,000.00 $76,812.50 $194,025.00 $334,375.00 $618,125.00 $1,099,062.50 $1,567,750.00 $2,320,000.00 $5,326,562.50 $9,123,125.00 $14,076,875.00 $34,856,712.50

Outsource Expenses $9,000.00 $9,000.00 $62,025.00 $260,490.00 $751,350.00 $1,751,250.00 $3,425,325.00 $5,008,500.00 $6,084,000.00 $14,412,825.00 $18,527,500.00 $19,071,500.00 $69,372,765.00

Marketing Expenses $0.00 $0.00 $46,812.50 $131,025.00 $365,375.00 $738,125.00 $1,446,062.50 $2,113,750.00 $3,187,500.00 $7,686,062.50 $13,318,125.00 $20,546,875.00 $49,579,712.50

Others $0.00 $0.00 $15,750.00 $74,700.00 $220,500.00 $517,500.00 $1,014,750.00 $1,485,000.00 $2,250,000.00 $5,334,750.00 $9,157,500.00 $14,062,500.00 $34,132,950.00

Executive Salaries $0.00 $0.00 $9,875.00 $40,350.00 $114,250.00 $263,750.00 $519,875.00 $776,500.00 $1,187,500.00 $2,767,375.00 $4,778,750.00 $7,441,250.00 $17,899,475.00

Developer Salaries $60,000.00 $60,000.00 $63,937.50 $78,675.00 $115,125.00 $189,375.00 $313,687.50 $431,250.00 $622,500.00 $1,393,687.50 $2,349,375.00 $3,575,625.00 $9,253,237.50

Support Service Salaries $0.00 $0.00 $3,000.00 $75,000.00 $105,000.00 $165,000.00 $265,500.00 $360,000.00 $510,000.00 $1,165,500.00 $1,995,000.00 $3,060,000.00 $7,704,000.00

Chain Fees $0.00 $0.00 $52,500.00 $249,000.00 $735,000.00 $1,725,000.00 $3,382,500.00 $4,950,000.00 $6,000,000.00 $14,226,000.00 $18,315,000.00 $18,750,000.00 $68,385,000.00

Server & Services $9,000.00 $9,000.00 $9,525.00 $11,490.00 $16,350.00 $26,250.00 $42,825.00 $58,500.00 $84,000.00 $186,825.00 $212,500.00 $321,500.00 $987,765.00

Digital Marketing $0.00 $0.00 $25,000.00 $50,000.00 $150,000.00 $262,500.00 $513,750.00 $750,000.00 $1,125,000.00 $2,763,750.00 $4,837,500.00 $7,500,000.00 $17,977,500.00

Influencer Marketing $0.00 $0.00 $10,000.00 $25,000.00 $50,000.00 $87,500.00 $171,250.00 $250,000.00 $375,000.00 $921,250.00 $1,612,500.00 $2,500,000.00 $6,002,500.00

Affiliate Marketing $0.00 $0.00 $11,812.50 $56,025.00 $165,375.00 $388,125.00 $761,062.50 $1,113,750.00 $1,687,500.00 $4,001,062.50 $6,868,125.00 $10,546,875.00 $25,599,712.50

Resource & Development $0.00 $0.00 $15,750.00 $74,700.00 $220,500.00 $517,500.00 $1,014,750.00 $1,485,000.00 $2,250,000.00 $5,334,750.00 $9,157,500.00 $14,062,500.00 $34,132,950.00

TOTAL Expenses $69,000.00 $69,000.00 $201,400.00 $660,240.00 $1,671,600.00 $3,625,000.00 $6,985,200.00 $10,175,000.00 $13,841,500.00 $32,760,200.00 $50,126,250.00 $67,757,750.00 $187,942,140.00

Gross Profit $15,000.00 $20,000.00 $197,500.00 $807,000.00 $2,285,000.00 $5,275,000.00 $10,397,500.00 $15,530,000.00 $23,750,000.00 $55,347,500.00 $95,575,000.00 $148,825,000.00 $358,024,500.00

Expense $69,000.00 $69,000.00 $201,400.00 $660,240.00 $1,671,600.00 $3,625,000.00 $6,985,200.00 $10,175,000.00 $13,841,500.00 $32,760,200.00 $50,126,250.00 $67,757,750.00 $187,942,140.00

EBITDA -$54,000.00 -$49,000.00 -$3,900.00 $146,760.00 $613,400.00 $1,650,000.00 $3,412,300.00 $5,355,000.00 $9,908,500.00 $22,587,300.00 $45,448,750.00 $81,067,250.00 $170,082,360.00

USDT
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9. Roadmap 2023

20
23

Q4
%100

Q2
%50

Q3
%75

Q1
%25

BXS Governance Smart Contract 
Finalization

BXS Token investment program 
partnership. 

Crypto payment gateway (CPG) BETA 
version

Crypto payment gateway R&D

BXS Governance Smart Contract 
Documentation

Crypto payment gateway (CPG) launch

CPG API doc launch.

Credit Card payment integration to (CPG)

Smart Contract Audit completion

NFT Real Estate marketplace BETA 
version

BXS Governance portal (GUI)

Crypto payment gateway (CPG) 
development

Running marketing campaigns

CPG : Twitter integration 
(PayByUsername)

NFT Real Estate Smart Contract 
Finalization

Bixos marketplace development
NFT Real Estate legal framework 
finalization.

Development of NFT Real Estate 
marketplace
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9. Roadmap 2024

20
24

Q4
%100

Q2
%50

Q3
%75

Q1
%25

After this period decisions made by 
BXS governance

NFT - Real Estate insurance R&D

NFT - Real estate inheritance R&D

NFT - Real Estate Inheritance BETA 
version

(CPG) reach more users

NFT - Real Estate Mortgage legal 
framework R&D

NFT - Real Estate Insurance BETA 
version

CPG donation integration for Twich, 
NGO

NFT Real estate more country 
accessibility

NFT - Real Estate Mortgage Program 
R&D

Continuation of improvements related 
to crypto payment gateway
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